
Diego Rivera

December 8, 1886 - November 24,
1957

Diego Rivera was born in
Guanajuato, Mexico to a wealthy
family 

Diego was a prominent Mexican
painter and the husband of Frida
Kahlo (another famous artist)
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Rivera began drawing at the age
of three.

Parents caught him drawing on
the walls!

Rather than punishing him, they
installed chalkboards and canvas
on the walls of their house....way to

go mom and dad!
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Early Years



His Education

He went to the San Carlos Academy
of Fine Art in Mexico City

And furthered his education in
Europe in 1907

while in Europe, he became friends
with several famous artists, including
Pablo Picasso and Marc Chagall!!
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His style...

when his career began, the main
focal point behind his work was to
depict the lives of Mexico and its
people.

In 1921, working with the
government, he began work on a
series of murals, that were located
in public buildings.
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Murials....
Between 1922 and 1953, Rivera painted murals ... in Mexico
City, San Francisco, Detroit, and New York City.

In 1931, a retrospective exhibition of his works was held at the
Museum of Modern Art in       New York City.
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• Diego Rivera married Frida

Kahlo in 1922

• He was 42 and she was 22!

• She too was an artist and was

very influenced by Diego and his

work



Let’s talk art...



Let’s Talk Art!

How was this work made? (what materials)

Is there anything “special” about how the artist
used the materials?

Can you tell WHERE the artist is from by
looking at the painting? or a time period?
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Let’s Talk Art!

What makes this artist special?

Can you tell if the artist is in a certain art
style (abstract?, impressionism?, cubism?) 

What is the subject matter of this painting?
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Let’s Talk Art!

What do YOU like about this work?

What stands out to you? Where does your eye
go first?

What are the shapes or colors you see?
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Let’s Talk Art!

why do you think the artist made this picture?

Would YOU like to own this piece of artwork?

What is your overall impression of this piece?
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Let’s Make Art!

Think jobs in PITTSBURGH...(PPG, Heinz, Giant eagle,etc...)

IF Diego Rivera was from Pittsburgh what kind
of labor would he chose to draw? 

He used very WARM colors from Mexico in his
paint palette...what colors would you use from
Pittsburgh?

Can you create a picture that shows “labor”
from Pittsburgh!
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